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ENERGY LOSS OF

HÏGH ENERGY ELECTRONS

THOMAS C. OLIEN

A,BSTRACT

A survey of the topics concerned w1th the energy

loss of high energy electrons revealed severar areas where

maJor questions as yet remain unansweredo one such area was

the relative biological effectiveness of electronso A

controversy existed on the question of a change Ín the

relative biological effectiveness of eleetrons hrith depth

in an absorbing medium.

an investigation was made to determine the nature
of the information availabre from a semiconductor detector
when placed in a beam of high enerry electrons. Measurements

were ¡nade vrrith the deüector at various depths in lucÍteo
Truo detecÈors were usedo One was a silicon, fu1ly

depleted, surface barrier detector, 450 microns thiek; the

other hras a silicon, fully depretedrmurti-diffused junction

detector e 22o mícrons thick, High energy electrons hrere

not' stopped in either of these detectors but deposited a

small amount of energy as they passed through the detectoro

The current pulse produced by such an energy deposition vùas

amplified by a charge-sensiüive preanplifier, further
amplified by a pu]se shaping amprífier, and Èhen anaryzed



by a pulse heigþt analyzer" Using a betatron as the

source of high energy electrons, a spectrum of the energy

depositions of single electrons traversíng a detector was

accu¡nulated by the putrse heighü analyzero

tr?oro the two detectors, energy dissipation spectra

due to 20 IvieV and 35 MeV elecËrons were obtained for vari-ous

depths in lucj.teo The results revealed a very prominent

peak for the most probable energy loss¡ ând a mean energy

loss lower than the energy loss earcurated from the mean

stoppÍng povüer times the thickness of the detectoro These

resuLts hrere explained by theoretical calculatÍons " I¡Iith

Ínereasing depths in the absorber a greater nurnber of
higher energy depositions occurred. Tv,ro possible causes

of this variation wíth depth r¡rere given, although it could

not be determiaed which cause was responsíble for the effect,
One possible ceuse rdas seeondary electrons of energy ress

than I Mev" A build-up of such secondary electrons with
depth leads to an Íncreasing rerative biorogical effectíve-
ness t¡rrith depth. Suggesüions T¡rere gÍven as to how sernÍ-

conduetor detectors could further be used. to obtain inform-
atíon on sueh questionse
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CHAPTER T

]NTRODUCTION

From its earLiest introduction, radiation has

been used on biological organisms, incl-uding human beings"

For instance, X-rays were successful-ly used for tumor

treatment in 1899, Hourever, it often took days before any

observable reaction to the radiation could be recordedn in
spite of the fact that such reactions must have been initiated
at the time of irrad,lation. Dosimetrl¡ i"eu the questions

of quality of radiation and of rate of del-ivêryr often had

to be based on these delayed cl-inical resultsn Nevertheless,

the ai-m has always been to develop physical, chemical, or

other than human bioJ-ogicaL means of dosimetry that would

in turn allow reliabl-e predictions of clinical resul-ts"

The standardizati-on of X-ray dose by the intro-
duction of the roentgen was an important step in the desired

directiono An X-ray dose of a given number of roentgens in
a gÍven clinical application gave reproducible results that

became well known and served as a basis for predicting

resul-ts in unknown applications. Hov¡ever, the roentgen

was defined in terrns of medium voltage X-rays, and the

measuring equipment of the timeo The introduction of

higher voltage X-rays, gamma rays, and then especially

electrons, protons, and neutrons has raised new
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questions for the fields of dosimetry and radiobiolory"

Pkrysically the problem has been to determine by experiment,

or calculation, the total enerry and disËribution of energy

deposited by a variety of radiations in a variety of media.

This has demanded increased precision not only in measure-

ment techniques but aLso in the qualitative and quantitative

description of the interaction mechanismso Biologícally

the problem has been to determine-the fundamental biological
effects associated v¡ith a sudden deposit of energy" The

aim has been to relate a given pattern of energy deposi.ts

with particular biological effects, Much remains to be

done before it is possible to answer these questions

compleùe1y, and to real-j.ze the goal of reliable predictions

of clinical results from all radiationso

ïn particul-ar, there has been controversy over the

biological effect of high energy electrons, Some experirnents

have suggested a depth dependence in the biological effect-
j-veness of such radiation while other experiments indicate

no variati.on T/füth depth. Most hypotheses on the mechanism

by which an energetie electron produces a biological change

agree that secondary electrons play the most important roleo

CalcuLations of the secondary electron specÈrtrm and its
variations with depth have not all agreed. Not a great deal

of experimental information about the secondary electron

spectrum has been obtained" ft vras in response to this
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need for further experimental information on the energ"y

loss of high energy electrons that the project reported Ín

this thesis \^ias undertaken"

Seniconductor detectors presented a potentially

new source for infonnation on the energy loss of electronso

The purpose of this project was to determine what inform-

ation might be obtained from these detectors, in particular,

with respect to variati-ons of energy l-oss i^i-ith depth in an

absorbing mediumo

The source of el-ectrons hras a 35 MeV betatron

installed at The l¡lanitoba Cancer Treatment and Research

Foundation. Al-though this betatron is used daily in
therapeutic treatment, it has been the desire of the

Physics Department of The Manitoba Cancer Treatment and

Research Foundation that other sci-enti-fic uses of the

betatron be explored. Thus a secondary purpose of this
project has been to adapt the betatron from routj-ne

operation in an application other than therapy"

Chapter fI will introduce the concepts involved

in describing Lhe interaction of a beam of high energy

electrons with matter, Some of the problems related to
the use of such a source of radiation wil-l- be discussed"

Chapter III will describe the operation of the betatron,

the semiconductor detector, and other experi-mental equip-

ment used in the project" The methods for col-lecting and
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analyzing the data are to be presented in Chapter IVo

These results will be compared to theoretical predictions

and their inrplications r¡rilI be discussed ín Chapter V.

chapter vr wirl present the conclusÍons bhat can be drau¡n

from Èhe ercperimental work" Suggestions for further
experimental work will also be included in Chapter VIu



CHAPTER TI

HTGH ENERGY ELECTRONS

ELectrons of energies in the range of 3 MeV

to 100 MeV are arbitrarily referred to as high energy
lelectrons *. The main sources of such electronso as used

for radiotherapy, incrude erectrostatic generators, resonant

transforners, linear accel-èrators, betatrons and synchro-
'lI

trons -t"o ltüidespread and imaginative use of such machines

has produced valuable crinical i.nformationn Nevertheress

there is stilr the d.esire to und,erstand just what takes

place when high energy electrons penetrate materials of
low atomic nu¡nbero The trSymposium on High Energy Electronsl?

which convened in Montrelltc, Switøerlæd¡ September I96d, is
an indication of the magnitude and urgency of the questj.ons

associated with routine use of high energy electrons,
It is convenient to consider four areas in which

advancement has been made and continues to be madeo The

four areas are! (1) the basic interactions of electrons
with nattero Q) the macroscopic concepts of d.ose, dose

rate, depth dose, and energy spectra, (3) tne microscopic

aspects of energy transfer to the media, Ðd¡ (4) the

relative biologica,I effectiveness of electron ractiati.onsn

This chapter is an elaboration on these four aspects of
the passage of a beam of high energy electrons through
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mattero

A o ]NTERACTTONS OF ELECTRONS IìIITH }4ATTER

Several mechanisms are involved in the interaction

of an electron with mattero Those that pertain to the

stopping of high energy electrons j-nclude inelastic collÍsions

w1th atomic el-ectrons resulting in pri-mary i-onization, elastic

collisions w-ith atomic electrons producing secondary electronso

elastic scatter off atomic nucl-ei¡ and rad.iative coll-isions

w1th atorni-c nuclei¡ ioê, the Bremsstrahlung emissiono The

relative i-mportance of these interactions vari-es with different

material-s and with the energy of the electron, Thus there is

no simple expression for describing these variations over any

significant range of materials or energieso

Considerable theoretical work has been done to

clarlfy the qualitative and quantitative details of the

above reacbionso The outcome of this r^iork i-S conveniently

assembled in texts such as those by H. Bethe and J" Ashkin 3,
L-

R, Do Evans 4, and. Ro D. Birkhoff )" Clarification of the

importance of secondary electrons has been given by

L, V, Spencer and. Hu H" Attix 6, and Pn J" Ro Burch 7"

Ro M" Sternheimer 8t9t10 evaluated the density effect on

ionization losses in various material-so
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With the avail-ability of computer facilities

elaborate tables of the theoretical calculations over wide

ranges of materials and energies have been produced,
l'tA, Nelms tabled the range and energy loss of electrons

and positrons with energies up bo only a few MeV so that
Bremsstrahlung losses coul-d be neglected" The most complete

tabl-es to date of energy l-osses and ranges of electrons and

posltrons are given by M" J" Berger and S" Mn Sel-tr"" 12"

They have tables for forty materials including organic

compounds, muscle, boner âir and standard emulsion, with

eLectron energies from l-0 keV t,o l-000 MeV" Col-lisional-

and radiation losses are given separately and the total
radiation yield in stopping the electron is shown, Other

properti-es such as the energy spectrum produced by electrons

slowing down as tabled by R. T. McGinnies t3, and the energy

dissipated at different distances by rnonoenergetic electron

sources up to l-O MeV as tabled by L, V, Sp"rr"u" 1&, 
nohr

aLlow the experimenter or clinician to make a wide variety

of specific calculations and predictions,

The specific equations required for cal-culations

in this project are discussed in Appendix A, It is
sufficient at this point to present a descriptive picture

of the interacti-ons of interest,o

Consider the electrons numbered one to ten in
Figure 1. Let them be monoenergetic and nornrally
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incident to the thin slab of material of thickness AX,
All el-ecÈrons will- immediately begin to excite and ionize

the atoms of the material" These are the inelastic

çgl-_liqignç i,ritJr_ator¡ic çrlecËrons which resul-t in primary

ionization, In fact, except for very high energy electrons,

these inelastic colli-sions are the major means by which

the energy of an electron is lost. Very l-ittl-e energy is
Iost i-n a given single interaction since excitations involve

only tens of electron volts, and ionizations a few hundreds

of el-ectron volts. ft is the large number of such j-nter-

actions that makes their contributi-on significant, If
these were the only interactions, the electron would slow

down continuously in a very predictable manner, There would

be a well defined average l-oss per unit distance, a relati-ve-

ly straight path and thus a well defined range for the elecürono

This is the case for heavier particles such as protons or

alphas of moderate €oêrgyo

However, considerably more than just the average

ionization energy can be transferred to an atomic electrono

In fact, the energetic electron in a head-on collision
could transfer Íts total energy to an atomic electron"
futo since there is no hray of knowing which electron

is which, the one w"ith the highest energy after the

collision is taken to be the primary electron" The
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other is the secondary elecÈron, and thus by definition
can have up to one half the energy of the orlginal
energetic electron. ïf the ejected secondary electron

itself has sufficient kinetic energy to cause further
ionization, this secondary electron may be calLed a

delta (á ) râfo ff the average ionization potential can

be neglected compared to the energy transferred, the

coLlision producing the secondary electron can be coÍr-

sid.ered to be an elaç_tic collision with an atomic _ele_c_ttonn

The cross-s€ction for delta ray production varies

approximaËeIy inversely urith the energy of the delta rayo

Thus only a few large energy exchanges occur, while a great

number of delta rays are produced ïrith merely enough energy

to cause a few ionizations close to the primary tracko

Compare electron l8 with electrons /lLo2rln1516Jt9 in
Figure 1" Note, however, that electron l8 has lost a

large fraction of its energy in such a col-lisÍono Thus

although their probability is small, high energy exchanges

contribute significantly to the energy loss of the primary

electrono AIso, since there are now two electrons ionizing
instead of one, the nunnber of ions produeed in a gíven

volume wiil. be much greater" Consider a thin slab of

material, such that the probability of a high energy

transfer within its volume is very small. There wiLl then

be a significant difference between the most probable
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energy loss that occurs and the average energy l_oss that
is predicted for electronso

ft is to be noted that in the case of el_ectron

#8, energy is being carried off in a different direc|i-on
to a region some distance away from the initial path of
the primary erectron' Thus, although the pri-mary electron

has suffered a large energy loss, very little of this has

been deposited 1ocally. This j-ntroduces the concept of
linear energl¿ transfer, defi-ned in NoBoS. Handbook 8l¡ 15,

as the average energy locally imparted to the medium per

unit distance travell-ed by the primary particle, The

region local No the prirnary must be specified, but is
chosen arbitrarily, ft may be j_n tenns of a maximum

distance frorn the primary track or a maximum discrete

energy loss by the primary above which the loss is no

longer considered as local.
Figure I il-lustrates another feature of the

interaction of an electron with matter. The path of the

electron is poorJ-y defined" rn the production of derta

rays the primary electron may be deflected. up to 45o

when it transfers half of its energy to a secondaryo

l4any smaller defl-ections take place as lolver energy

delta rays are produced.

Electrons may undergo eLastic scatËer off atomic
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nuclqio Electrons #2r415 17r9 show such interactionso fn

this case the mass of the nucl-eus is so much greater than

that of the electron, that negligible amounts of energy are

transferred to the nucleuso Thus the path of the electron

may be significantly al-tered without any energy loss. If
such scattering takes place many times over the distance of

observation the actual path l-ength required to stop the

electron wllf seld-om correspond to the range of penetration

of the particleo The range may be considerably l-ess than

the stopping path length¡ or equivalently the rate of energy

l-oss per unit thickness may be greater than predictedo

The fourth mechanism of elecùron interaction is
ill-ustrated by electrons /ll and f10 in Figure 1. This is the

radiative col-l-ision with an atomic nucleuso An energetic

electron can be decelerated by an atoniic nucleus and cl-assical-

theory demands that whenever a charge undergåes a deceleration,

it must radj-ateo fn contrast quantum mechanical- theory claims

that there is a smal-I but finite probability that a decel-eration

can take place, followed by the emission of a quantum of radiation"
The rest of the time no energy is transferred in the interactiono

Thus most interactions of the electron with the nucleus result
in elastic scatter as mentioned above, and occasionally a

photon is created" Although radiative coll-isions may be
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l-ess frequ.ent than elastic col_lisions, they do play a
significant rore in the energy loss of el-ectrons, because

a large fraction of the energy of an electron can be

transferred in the radiative interactj-onn The energy

transferred to the photon is not deposited until the photon

is absorbed at some di-stance from its origin. rn any beam

of high energy electrons an associated field of Bremsstrahlung

radiatj-on developsn The reabsorpti-on of this radiation can

be considered as another source of energy and accounts for
the energy deposition beyond the rnaximum range of the

electrons o

The occurrence of Bremsstrahlung radiation makes

littLe difference to the energy deposited in the region

locar to the high energy electron primary" roni zaEion has

taken place up to the point of the radiative collision
and in most cases the el-ectron retains sufficient energy

after the interaction to contj-nue ionizing at about the

seme rate' self-absorption of a photon created within
a smal-l volume is very unlikely, and so there is no local
contribution to energy deposition by the photon.

This descrJ_ptive picture of the interactions
of individual el.ectrons with matter serves as a basis for
understanding what takes place when a beam of particles
passes through mattero The relative importance of each
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of these individual lnteractions together with the large

number of interactions gives the beam its characteristic
pattern of penetration in matter.

puo iILACROSCOPIC CONCEPTS OF DOSE AND RELATED PHENOIVIENA

fn dealing with a beam of electrons in which the

individual electrons are undergoing the interactions
discussed above, there are several macroscopic concepts

that must be introduced, One i-s concerned with the rate

at which energy is delivered to the media and the rate at
l.¡hich it is absorbed" The pattern of the energy absorption

and the quality of the radiation that is depositing the

energy at a given point are also questions of interesto
These questions are discussed in this sectiono

The intensj-ty of the beam is the total- kinetic
energy of all- the parùicles passing through a unit area

per unit time" This quantity should be measured by a

calorimeter, in which the particles are completely brought

to rest¡ or if the energy of the electrons is known, by

a Faraday Cup which will tell the total- number of such

el-ectrons per unit timeo In practice a transmission ion

chamber is often used" The ion density produced and

coll-ected can be relaùed to the intensity of a beam of
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lcrrown electron energy 1o

The nexù quantity of interest is ühe amount of

energy absorbed by the media" This is the absorbelLþ€g,

defined in NoBoSu Handbook 84 15 as the enersr imparted-

to matter by ionizing radiation per unit masso The

special uniü for absorbed doser or simply t?dosetr u¡hen

its context is properly understood, is the rad which is
equal to 100 ergs per gram. Among the many urays to
measure this qu-antity, including calorinetrlr chenical

means, and photographical techniques, the ionization
chamber is one of the most common methodsu fn the Íon

chamber itself the dose is given by:

DI : J 5 " 
116 x 1O-f2ooooooooooooÞoocooo""(l)

vrhere D, is the absorbed dose in the ion chamber in
ergs/gm

J is the charge coll-ected in coulombs per gran
of air in chamber

- r{ i-s the average energJ¡ required to produce one
ion pair in air and the currently accepted
value ís 33"7 electron volts per ion pair

- e is the charge per ion pair in coulombs

- the factor 1"6 x 10-12 is the conversion
factor from eLectron volts to ergs.

The classic questi.on in the development of rad.iation

dosinetry is the relationship of the absorbed dose in the
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ionizati-on chamber to the absorbed dose in the medium of

interest" This question vìras first asked in conjunction

vù-ith X-ray dosimetry¡ and was answered formally in the

Bragg-Gray principle , L6t17tL8

m 
o o o o o o e o I o o c o e ø c c o . ô . o o . . c o o c . . 

" " 
(2 )

E _L-as

where - Ea and E* are the energies l_ost by electrons

per cubic centimeter in traversing air and.
the medium of interest respectively

- s is a proportionality factor
Gray claimed s to be independent of the velocity

of the particle and iCentified it as the raÈio of the

stopping pourer in the solid media to that in aír. Arthough

the principle rêmains, it has had to und.ergo many refine-
mentso Go Co Laurence 19 

"e"trted the problenn using a

different model and took into account bhe effect of tne

walls and the enersr dependence of the stopping por¡rer

ratioo A refinement to Laurence rs model was added by
)o

Go No üIhyte -" as he considered the pola.rization effect
in sol-id materialso Finally, f," Vo Spencer and

^ 
.1 21F, Ho Attix ", and Po Ju R. Burch I s.'L presented almost

simultaneous, bub independent formulati.ons of the Bragg-

Gray princÍple which Íncluded close analysis of the

effects of the second.ary electronsn Their presentations

represent the most conplete theoretical consideration on
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the subject of cavity ion chambers to date and- a variety

of experiments have tested their theory to a high degree

of accuracy over a wi-de range of conditions 22 
'23 ,

A very complete work on the theory and use of cavity

chambers is NnBoS. Handbook 79 2b,

For applying the ionization chamber on a

regular basis to the dosimetry of fast eLectrons Dietrich

Harder derived. some very useful- results ?5 o The Bragg-

Gray relation for a beam of eLectrons incid-ent on a

medium m and bei.ng rnonitored by an air fil-led ion chamber

is given as:

ñ ï l^I .^ 
'eeeoooocoooeoooca.oooce..."nt(3)lJm - 'a ã 

t c o o o e o o o o c o o o e o ø o c o o o o o o o ' ' o

where - r is an energy-dependent conversion factor

- the other symbols are as previously defined

The conversion factor r is the ratio of the mass stopping

powers at the energy E of the electronso However, a

monoenergeËic beam r^¡ilI not remain monoenergetic for long*

but will assrxne an energy spectrum which is depend.ent on

depth of penetrationo The spectrum v',:i11 include the

build-up of secondary electrons, as well as the degradation

of the primary electronso To define r so as to include all
these effects would be extremely compli.catedo but it is
shown by Harder that if ühe secondary electron flux is at
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equilibrium, the secondaries can be ignored in the

eaLculation of ro He then shows that within the desired

degree of accurãcy¡ a secondary electron equilibriuru does

exist and r becomes simply the relative mass stopping

pohrers for Èhe primary electrons" In a second paper by
)^

Harder '", on the energy spectrurn of fast electrons at

d.ifferent depths, it is shown by experiment and calculations

Èhat for low atomj-c number materi.als the mean electron energy

d.ecreases linearly with depth and thus can be represented by:

E =S (1ma
d\
R ) .roooocooooo..oo.oocooô."(4)

p

where - Em

Eì
-lJ a

-d

-R p

is the mean electron energy at depth d

is the incidenË electron energy

is the depüh in absorbing material

is the praeti-cal range in this material"

If one represents the energy spectrum at a depth

by the mean energy as calculated above and cornbines this

with the energy dependence of the ratio of mass stopping

poi¡rers one can get the depth dependence of this ratio"

Assuming secondary electron equilibrium, this is also the

value for r in equation (3 ) " ExperimenËal checks on the

procedure revealed an accuracy of 2/o for energies up to

50 MeV in Low atomic number materialso Thus, Harder

concludes that it is possible to reliably and conveniently
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measure the absorbed dose due to a beam of high energy

electrons by means of ionization chambers"

One is then lead to the question of the macro-

scoplc distribution of the dose delivered by an electron

beam to a given mediumo Photographic fÍlm can conveniently

yÍe1d the relat,ive dose distrj-buËion and with extreme care

may be used to measure absol-ute dose" More often a Fricke

fercous sulfate chenrical dosímeter, an ion chamber or some

other dosimeter is used to measure the absolute dose at
a given point in the disüribution and thus calibrate the

film" In practi.ce the film is sumounded by the medium

of interest and positi-oned to r.ecord the desired cross

section of Ëhe electron bea¡n" The standard procedure is
to sandwich the fil-m in the layers of a tissue-equivalent
phantorn, positioned along the central axis of the beam

and in the orbital- plane of the betatron. l¡ühen such a

film is developed and the optical density converted to
re]ative dose one can construct an isodose lrattern of the

dose distribut,ionc

The field size is determined by a set of lucite
collimators and special patterns can be obtained !',Éth

fiLters, magnetic focusing and other techniquesn Ðepth

of penetration by the beam is primarily controlled by the

initial energy of the electronso Central axis depth dose

curves are another common means of relating infonnation
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about the dose distribution and are particularly useful

for indicating the depth of penetration of a beamo Examples

of isodose patterns and depth dose curves are included in a

paper on the properties of high energy electrons by J, tr{o

Beattie et al 27. Due to the relatively constant rate of

energy ]oss by fast electrons over most of their range,

the dose distribution from an electron beam features a
large volume over which a high relative dose can be maintained,

with a sharp cutoff at the sides and maximurn range of the beamo

By use of the proper fiel-d-sÍze collimator and energy of the

electron beam, considerable control of the dose distribution
may be exercisedo

The betatron beam is rnonitored by a thin-walled

transmission ionization chamber i,vith instantaneous and

integrated output indicatedo ïhis monitor has been

correlated with the absolute absorbed dose in the region

of LOO/' relative dose for all field size and energies"

Thus one is able to deterinine the macroscopic absorbed

dose for any position in the radiated regi-ono

The last macroscopic concept to be mentioned

is the variation of the eLec_tron energy spectrum u¡"ith deptho

This is mentioned by G" I,ìI, Dolphin et aI 27 in their
discussion of the operation of a L5 it4eV linear accelerator.

t^
By the Monte-Carlo meÈhod, Ilarder -" ealculates the energy

spectrum for depths in carbon and confirms his calcu.Lati ons
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by experiment. Both these investigators find that the

mean energy decreases linearly with depth in the absorber,

and that the spectrum broadens with an inereasing low energy

tail" Litt1e inforration is given in their work on the

enerry spectrum of the secondary electronso Since the

primary spectrum and the secondary electron produeüion

cross-secüÍon are known one should be able to calculate the

secondary electron spectruno Nevertheless, it would be of

value Íf this spectrum could be seen experimentally. This

was one of the questions which initially prompted interest
in seraiconductor detectors for the study of electron inter-
actionsa Howevero of even greater interest !ì¡ere soae of the

mícroscopic aspects of the interaction of a fast electron

r^r'ith matter"

CO MICROSCOPTC ASPECTS OF ENERGY TRANSFER TO THE IWDIUM

To r¡r¡derstand the fi.ndamental changes that take

place when blological materials are irradiated, ít is neeessary

to bridge the gap between the ator¡ic interaction and the ftacro-

scopie measurement of the total energy deposited in the volume

of materialo The role of secondary electrons and the concept

of linear energy Ëransfer are two factors that arise when

one considers thís gapo

ft was early recognÍ.zed that the production of
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secondary eÌectrons was involved in the interaction of an

energetic electron lvith matter, By l'g3}t N. F" I,{ott 29

and co Ivlorler 30 h"¿ developed. cross seetions for seeond.ary

electron produetion from ilon-relativistic and relativistic
primaries. These expressions ürere tested thoroughry and

r/ìrere found rel-iable within e:lperimental ercoro However,

only recentry have the secondary electrons been brought

to the foreground. As mentioned above, it v¡as not until
L955 that spencer and Attix and then Burch presented

cavity ion chamber theories that recognized. the special
effects due to the production of a few high energy

secondarieso At about the same time, interest in the
energy deposition by ionizing particles at the loca1
Level was increasing as it vras real-ized that this was

the key to the biological effect of the radi_ationo

Mean ion densities from x-rars generated at 10

to l-000 kVp were published by L. Ho G""y 31. By first
determi.ning the primary electron spectrum due to zoo

keV X-rays, Co60 X rays , artd ZJ ivleV X*rays, D" Vo Cormack

and Ho Eo Johns 32 *"r. abl-e to calculate the ion denslty
spectra due to the primary elec1,ron from these radiations"
Ro Eo zj:rk],e et al 33 i-ntroduced the idea of rinear energy

transfer, LET, (defined earlj-er in the chapter) ,nrhich took
into aceount the enerry l-oss in excitation as welr as

ionizationo But again, Po Jo R. Burch 3&, 35, lras the one
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who devised a method of calculating a mean LET that would

take into account the effect of the secondar:y electrons,

He calculated results for X-rays from 200 keV to 25 MeV

as weU- as for tritium beta-particles and two energies of

cc particleso R. H. Haynes and G, lVo Dolphin 36 apptie¿

Burch ts method of cal-culating a local energy dissipation

spectrum to 14 MeV electrons in water, Considering only

secondary electrons bel-ow 100 eV as l-ocal, they al-so

produced a spectrum of energy dissipated per 1og LET

interval versus log LET, FI^om this, one could determine

the amount of energy that was being deposited in any LET

interval ¡ and it was found that most of the energy i^ras

produced in the higher LET region, i,e. due to the large

number of secondaries with high LET" A mean LET was also

determined from the energy dissipation versus LET spectrumo

To assign any absolute signifÍcance to this number was

diffÍcult but it did give some basis for comparing different
radiations in a qu-antitative wayo The authors al-so decided

that one such coruparison could be the variation of mean

l,ET with depth in the media" They argued that there was

an extremel-y small mean LET at the surface and this
rapÍdly rose to a plateau level that applied to most

of the path of the electron. At the end of the path there

was a rise in mean LET, and then it fel-l to zero as the

electron stoppedo
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tr\rrther discussion of the role of the second.ary

el-ectrons and the usefulness of the LET concept wiIL be

found under the heading of relative biological effective-
nesso It has been shor,rrn that there is now a strong
j-nterest in the part that secondary electrons play in
the stopping of a high energy el-ectrono Cross secti ons

are available for cal-culating the spectn:rn of secondary

e.Lectrons produced by a know:r primary spectrum. One

can aLso calculate an ion density or LET spectmrno

However, iÈ is not yet kno',.,m what takes place when a

passing electron has a kinetic energy of the same order

as the enerry of the atomi-c electronsu This is clearly
stated by U" Fano as one of the currently unsolved

problems related to the penetration of charged particles
2'7in mattet '' u

No opportunity erists within the first Born approx-
imation to extend the theory of electron collisions
d.oum to i-ncident velocities comparable to those of
atomic electrons, that is, to proceed by analogy
with the shell corrections in hea_vy particle
collision theoryn No rea-listic suggestion is knonn
to this writer concernj-ng meÈhods for a basic attack
on the stopping povrer of slov,'er el-ectrons andpositrons" Here again a survey study might beprofitable - to assess the relevant aspects of the
problem and their presurnable influence on stopping
pOrr¡ef s

As wilL be shov'rn later, the suggestion j-s that at precisely

sucl¡ energies, electrons produce their greatestu if not their
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only biological effect"

D. RE],ATTVE BIOLOGTCAL EFFECTTVEI\TESS

In less than a century the list of radiations
lcnovm to man has grov,rn from the X-rays of Roentgen and

radioactive particLes of Becquerel, to include higher

energy photons , e'l ectrons , posÍtrons , protons , nei;trons,

¿lpha particles and a whole variety of ions¡ ard nor{r even

an expand-ing catalogue of elementary particles" This

variety has posed a seri-es of questions for those invol-ved-

in the fields of radiation protection, radiotherapjl¡ anci

radiobiology. The first question was that of d-osimetry;

ioen mea.surement of the energy deposited macroscopically

in a given medium by one of the above radi-ations" The

second question r¡ras that of relative biologÍca] effective-
ness¡ âs it was soon cliscovered- that equal doses of
different radiations dÍd not necessarily have the same

effect on biologieal organismso DosÍmetry, as required

for electrons, has been discussed. previousryo simirar
problems, and simiLar solutions, apply to the other

radiations as wello Relative biorogicar effectiveness,
or RBE, in its strict sense is a rather complex functiono

Not only Ís there a rel-ative effectiveness among different
types of racliationso but for two given radiaÈions, their
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relative effectiveness is furüher dependent on the nature

of the biologieal effect being considered, as weII as

in some cases, the dose rate. Thus the strict definÍtion
of RBE, as given in the Report of the RBE Com¡ittee üo

the ICRP and ICRU is:
{. D^

RBE (3, 
")= i*f "ôcoo'ôoóoooo'oo"t "'(5)e"tr

This is interpreted to mean that the relative bíological
effectÍveness of a test radiation t as compared to a

standard rad-iation s for produefng the particular
qualiÈaüive and euantÍtative biological effect u is
equaL to the inverse ratÍo of the doses irequired to
produce the identicar effect u. The standard radiation
is defined to have a specÍfic ionÍ.zation of 100 Íon pairs
per nicron of water and thÍs is usually taken to be

conventional 200 to 300 kVp X-rayso

Summaries of the experi.mental results on RBE

determinations for high enerry eleetrons have been done

by ü/" Ko Sinclair and Ho I, Kohn 39 
^na 

also by

A. F, tto[oway &0o Including the results of previous

sumnarles, as well as their own studies of the literature
to L9630 Sinclair and Kohn found values of RBE for hígh

energy electrons ranging from 0,61 to lo00o irrleighing

these values ín accordanee Ì'r1th irnproved dosimetry,
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they suggest that for most biotogical endpoints an RBE

of 0.8J to 0.90 can be assigned to electrons¡ Ðd
interestingly also to photonsr of energies from 1 MeV

to 70 l.{eVo

Hov,rever, the question vüas raised a-bout the

validity of assigning one val-ue of RBE to a beam of

electrons when in fact there was a spectrum of electron
energies ínvolved, and this spectrum changed. r^rith depth,

Experj-ments had been carried out to detect a possible

variation of RBE iuith depth, but at the time .of the

surnmary by Holloway the results vrere contrad-ictory and

inconcl-usive, An experiment by B" Markus and Co StÍcinsky 4l

using 1& Mev electrons on Drosophila eggs had found that at
30% and, 2O/o d,ose d.epths, the RBEs were L9',( and 22f' ini.e;her

than at the LOO% dose deptho At the Montreux Symposium,

Markus el-aimed to have measured an RBE of 0"61 at the IOO%

dose depth and 0.76 at the 30% d,ose deptho In contrast,
Ho Fritz-Niggli and H" R, Schinz &2 fo.rrrrd no depth

depend-ence of RBE with the 50% Lethal dose on I hour

Drosophila embryo as the biological effect, .b-urther, a

group of investigators from Villejuif presented. tlvo

papers at the Montreux Symposium l+3 tl+4 which resulted. in
contrasting conclusiorlso Frorn the first paper the survival
curves of Eo coli bacteria and diploid yeast yieJ-ded an

RBE for 20 MeV electrons of O,8Z wi.tfr less than a Z%
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variatlon with depth. In the second paper acl-inical study

on treatment of carcinoma of the tonsil compared 2l_ MeV

elecirons and 20 MeV photons, and found the electrons only

60% 
^, 

effective as the photons und,er the most similar
conditions possibleo No doubt, factors other than RBE

might have been involved, but this incident il-lustrated
the difficulties and inconsistenci-es encountered in such

studies 
"

The informal sessions on physics and radj-obiology

at the Montreux Symposium were summarized. by R. Loevinge, L5 
"

Apparently much of the discussion l^ras centered on the question

of i-ncrease of RBE with depth, Possibl-e reasons for the

discrepancies mentioned above uiere gj-ven and it was agreed

that further systematic study be done on the question,

Part of the discussion involved the role of the secondary

electrons. D" Harder in opposition to lì, l¡Iideroe claimed

that there was no significant change with depth in the

number per rad of secondary el-ectrons with energy less

than I keV, but that there may be an increase in the

number per rad of medium energ'y secondaries. The need

for further physical and biological information on these

questions vias made cl-ear by the discussion, In particular,
what enerry density in time and space i-s required to bring
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about the change that wil-l result in cel-I death or restricted
reproduction?

An hypothesis on the above questi-on and some

consequences of it were presented by R. Wideroe in two

papers at the Montreux Symposium 46t47o He considers the

hypothesis thaö inactÍvation of a tumor ceÌt can only be

i-nitiated by events in which energr is concentrated in a

very sma]l- volume. The mean ionization along a primary

electron track produces about 6 ions per microno Due to
some clustering most of the time onÌy I or t+ ions per micron

are produced. CIr the other hand wideroe postulates that an

energy of 75o evr sufficient to produce a cluster of zz ions u

must be deposited in less than Onl micron. rt i-s suggested

that such an enerry concentration takes place only in the

Last 0"04 microns of the electron path. Thus only secondary

electrons of enerry greater than 75O eV, and the pri_mary

electron at the very end of its path, are capable of
producing the biological effects. The choice of T5O eV

as an estimate of the required enerry was based on the

finding that an energy of ó00 to 800 eV was required. to

cause a double break in the strings of a DNA morecule and

that simil-ar energies are requi-red to damage the important
protein molecules of the cello cal-culations suggest that
the energy lost in such concentrated events would. amount
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to only 6% of the total energy absorbedo Nevertheless,

irVideroe Îs hypothesis is that such events are needed to

cause primary mol-ecular destructiono

Frorn the primary molecular destruction to
complete celI inactj-vation many steps are j-nvol-vedo Dose,

dose rate, and the precise nature of the injury might

determine whether a cell would recover from its injury
or notu The cel-l- itself may di-e, or due to damage to

its DNA may not be able to produce healthy progenyo

Even though many other factors are involved in inactivating
the cell, the hypothesis maintains that the process must be

initiated by the concentration of energy available only at
the end of the track of an electron with enerry greater

than 75O eVo

The follow-up of the above hypothesis requires

investi-gation by the radiation physici-st on the secondary

electron spectrum and its variati-on with depth, and by

the radiobiologist on the minimum energy necessary for
damaging cel-l- componentso Vüideroe made some cal_cuLations

on the secondary electron spectrum, and claimed that at

depths where the dose began to fall off, there woutd be

a rel-ative increase in the number of secondary electrons

of energy greater than 75O eV. Thus on the basis of

his hypothesis and calcul-atlons Vùid.eroe suggested there

would be an increase in RBE with depth. As menti-oned
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above, Markus and Sticinsky 4f agreed with this conclusion

experimentally, but it was opposed experimentally by Fritz-
Nigg1i and Schinz 42 ,nd, theoretically by Harder.

ft was in the context of such a controversy

that the topic of this thesis project was suggested" A

considerable amount of ti-me has been spent in gathering,

and now presenting a comprehensive report of what is
involved when one talks about the energy l-oss of high

energy electrons, Of necessity, thi-s report in itself
l-acks detail, but the references cited should be adequate

to provide any l-eve1 of detail that one may requireo

The experimental portion of thís project was

direeted more to investigating the application of given

equipment rather than an all-out attack on a given questiono

However, information was obtained about the variation of

the energy spectrum of the secondary el-ectrons with

absorber depthn



CHAPTER ITT

EXPERIMENTAL EQU]PÀ1ENT, OPERATTON AND CALTBRAT]ON

Although a wide variety of experiinental equipment

has been employed throughout the year, only the equipment

used to produce the final data wiII be described in this
chapter, This incl-udes the betatron, the semiconductor

detector, the electronic equipment required to amplify and

shape the signal from the detector, and the pulse height

analyzero The calibration of the detector and associated

elecÈronic equipment is also discussed in this chaptero

A" BETATRON

The source of the electrons was the Asklepitron

35 t a 35 MeV betatron, manufactured and installed by Brown

Boverio The betatron at The l[anitoba Cancer Treatment and

Research Foundation is capable of producing an electron

beam of conLinuously variable enersr from 5 to 35 MeVo

Output radiation coul-d be in the form of electrons¡ or

Bremsstrahlung produced by the electrons bombarding an

internal target" Throughout the experiment, electrons

hrere used directl-y"

Since the output of the betatron was in the form

of 60 bursös per second, each bursb l0 microseconds long,
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the fl-ux of el-e ctrons during a burst at norrna] operating

conditions r^ras much too high for the analysis of single

events in the detector. Thus the output of the betatron

had to be reduced by a factor of about 105 of the normal,

and this output monitored by some external criteriao A

common criterion was 5 to 10 counts per second from the

semiconductor detector when in the standard geometry to

be described 1ater, An output matching the above criterion

gave a maximum number of events to analyze without any

significant number of coi-ncident eventso

The adjustments required to produce the desi-red

output from the betatron wil-l be described in Appendix Bu

Comments on general procedures thab might be followed in

other applications w-il-l- be incl-uded"

As the betatron was used daily for treatment, the

experiment had to be run discontinuouslyo fn order to

reproduce the geometry reliably the betatron was set

horizontal- and the treatment bed moved so that its pivotal

axis was along the central axis of the electron beam and

one meter from the end of the beam definine cone. The bed

^was turned 7" to set it perpendicular to t,he direction of

the beamn A cardboard bemplate was fixed to the treatment

bed and positions could Nhen be referred to a co-ordinate

system on the cardboard with the pivotal axis of the bed

as the origin, The standard geomebry was w-ith the detecbor
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placed at this origin.
The electron beam shape l^ras defined by a 4 cm

clrcular coneo A film cross section of this beam at I m

from the cone showed that the 50% isodose curve hras abouü

5 cm in diameter. Since the detectors were less than I cm

in diameter an error of up to 1 cm in positioning still
l-eft the detector effectively in the center of the beamo

SEMTCONDUCTOR DETECTORS

A semiconductor debector is in essence a solid

ionization chamber, fnstead of dealing with the production

and col-lection of electron and positlve ion pairs, one

considers el-ectron-hole pairs in a semi-conducting mediumo

By applying a reverse bias across a p-n junction of high

purity sj-licon or gerrûanium a high resj-stance sensitive

volume¡ or depletion z,one is formed. In this depJ-etion

zone the number of free charged carriers is reduced and

thus there is a minimum background of thermal noiseo liìlhen

an ionizing particle traverses the sensitive region,

electron-hole pairs are created. Due to the applied electric
field, these are collected within nanoseconds, producing a

smallu short, current pulse in the external circuito Sj-nce

the energy required to produce an electron-hole pair is
constant for ionizing radiation with a wide range of

R
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energies and ionization densities, the detector response

is a lj-near measure of the enerry deposited in its sensitj-ve

volume. F\rrther, the energy loss per electron-hole pair is
only 3"6 eV for sil-icon, and less for germanium, as compared

to about lJ eV per ion pair in an air ion chambero Thus

for a given energy l-oss, ten times as many free charge

carriers are produced in the semiconductor detector, giving

it an inherentJ-y superior resol-ution to other detector

systems" The higher stopping po\i\Ier of the solid, the fast
recovery time due to high carrier mobil-ity and small detector

volume¡ and the long-term stability of a solid state device

are al-so desirable features of a semiconductor detectoro

Á.t present the depletion depths availabl-e are

limited to a few millimeters for l-ithium-drifted detectors

and to one millimeter for junction detectors, Thus only

heavy ions of high energy can be totally stopped in such

a detector" Light particles, such as electrons, of high

energy pass directly through and one measures only the

energy loss per depletion depth. fn such cases it is
advantageous to have a detector thab is fully depleted so

bhe total volume is sensitive to the ionizing particle and

the detector thickness defines the depth over which the

energy is deposited" Such a detector is usually in a

transmission mount allowing a bearn of hlgh energy particles

to pass through rel-ati-vely undisturbed, available for further
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study if desired"

There are sorne features of a semiconductor detector

that require special notice for sa|isfactory operationo Most

semiconductor detectors are sensitive to light unless their
surfaces have been special-ly painted. Alsor operating

temperature imposes some restrictions on the performance of

a semiconductor, AJI germanium detectors must be cooled to

liquid nitrogen temperature, but silicon detectors can be

operated satisfactorily at room temperatur€o

T\¡¡o full-y depleted sil-icon junction detectors vrere

used in the course of the experiment" The first was a

surface barrier detector in a transmission mount and was

supplied by ORTEC' A diagram and the specifications of this

detector are shown j-n Figure 2o To protect the sensibive

faces and shield it from light, this detector was mounted

in a brass tube 2 3,5 cm j-n diameter and 5 cm long, with the

ends capped by a thin mylar-aluminum foil. The second was

a multi-diffused junction detector supplied by Molechem fnco

This detector had a more rugged surface than the surface

baruier detector and thus was mounted with front surface

exposed in a water-tight encfosureo The detector is
shov¡n with its specifications in Figure I " A piece of the

mylar-aluminum foil glued to the rim of the detector mount

provided light shielding, Although these detectors utilize
different means for obtaining a junction, have opposite
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biasÍng polarities, and are mounted d.ifferentll¡ their
response to radÍation is identical and after calibration
the results from each may be compared'nery closely apart
fron the dífferences due to thickness.

c. EIECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

In order to uake besü use of the speed, the high
resolution, and ühe IÍnear output of a semiconductor

detector, high perfornrance erectronic equipment is required'
of utr¡ost importance is the preanplifietc rÈ musü convert

the small eurrent pulse from the deteetor to a substantlar
output vortage purse which can be driven through a long
connecting cable to a voltage and pulse shaping nain
anpLifi.ero The oRTEC Model 109 all transistor preamplifier
was used,o rt utilizes a field-effeet transistor as the

inpu.t stage of a charge sensitive ínput loop. rf the input
capaeity i.s kept low, that is less than 100 picofarads,
this input stage introduces very lfttle noise and the output
is completely independenü of the detector bias voltageo To

mÍni,inize the input capacitance, the preamprifier was praced

near the detector with a special two foot, Iow eapacitance,

cable conneeting them6

By isolating the bias supply fro¡n the input circuit
with a eapacitor the detector bias rras applÍed along the same
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cableo A load resistor of 100 negohms was included in series

hrith the bias supplyo The voltage drop across this resistor
as a result of the d.etector leakage current had to be taken

into account when determining the applied deËector biasn

Through a special conneetor, a test pulse could

be applÍed independently to the input of the preamplifier.

This allowed a cheek on the operation of the electronie

equipmentn a¡rd also routine calibration of the systemo Å

Sharp Model PRG-159, kecision Rrlse Generator rrras used as

the test sourcee

No pulse shaping loas done in the preampJ-ifier,

apart from a 50 microsecond decay constent ss the signal

would return to zero in a reasonable time" Thus the output

signals had a sharp rise ti¡ne of less than I00 nanoseconds

and the inposed decay time of 50 mierosecondso To prepare

these signals for the external input of the pulse heighü

analyzer (PHA) a pulse shaping voLtage amplifier was requÍredo

For this funetion Nuclear Enterprises ttd., Model NE 5230s

General Purpose P¡r1se Amplifier was usedn By choosing equal

differentiation a¡¡d Íntegration time constants of 0.5 micro*

seconds ühis amplifier improved the signal to noise ratio
about three times for the range of signals used. A1most all
of the low frequency noise Èhat was generated in the deÈecüor,

and appeared in the preanplifier, was eliminated by the low

frequency eut-off characteristics of the anplifiero The
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resulting output pul-se had a nearly symmetric rise and fall
and a total v¡idth of about 2 mi-croseconds, forming an ideal
.i - ^,,+ Fa- + 1^ ^ PHA.TIIPUU ¿Vf (/IIç

' Pulse height anal-ysis uras done using a four hundred

channel- analyzer, Model 2O63L, supplied by Radiation Counter

Laboratories, Inco Four groups of one hundred channels each

could be used separately, Instantaneous display of the

spectrum of number of counts versus channel number was

avallable on an oscilloscopeo A few of the final spectra

were recorded photographically by means of an osci1loscope

carnera with Pol-aroid fil-m pack" Pri-ntout facilities, which

listed the number of counts in each channel Tüere used when-

ever data was required for permanent reference or for further
numerical analysis.

Physically the above system was arranged with the

detector and preamplifier on the treatment bed; the preamplifier

povúer supply, detector bias¡ and main amplifier on a separate

stand in the betatron room; and the FHA near the betatron

control console outside the treatment roomo The input to
the PHA was routinel-y monitored with an oscilloscope to

all-ow j-nstantaneous check on the operation of the equipment

and to give a qualitative measure of the betatron outputo

A block diagram of theequipment is given in Figure 4, and

Figure 5 is a picture of the equipment as arranged around

the betatrono
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DO CALTBRATION

caribration of the detect,or,, amplifie.r and purse

anarysj.s system required two stepso The test pulses were

calibrated in terms of a known energy deposit in the
detector, and then the purse generator could be used. to
extend the calibration over a wider range and to allow routine
checks on the calibration. Key to the validity of such an

approach is the fact that the pulse generator produces pulses

similar to Èhose produced by the deteetoru and these are

applied at the input of the prearaplifiern

Absolute enerry caiibration of the detecËor and

pulse analysis systern þ¡as aceomplished by means of a

Bi 207 
"o*"un This source was mounted with an open surface

so that the K anci L Ínternal conversion eLectrons of two

d,ecay gamrna rays courd be observed, The gamma rays had

energies of or57o Mev and Loa64 Mev resultÍng in internal
conversion electrone of lr82 kev, 55/,+ keV, 926 kev and

1.C¿¡,9 MeVo Although these energies r'rere higher than ühe

rated stopping povrers of the detectors, due to multiple
scattering, a sufficient nr¡mber of the electrons uiere completely

stopped so that peaks corresponding to the above energies hrere

produced, Those electrons which were not eompletely stopped

eontributed to the broad minirnr¡m ionizatÍon peak $düh energy
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dependent on the detector öhi-ckness.

By a graphical method all- four electron energies

urere used to calcul-ate the ratio of energy deposition in
the deõector to test pulse voltage. lVhen applied to the

curves of test pulse voltage versus channel- number made

at the normal data collection operating ranges, this
conversion fac|or gave the curve of energy versus channel

number,

The conversion factor was 22"5 keV per mill-ivol-t

for the ORTEC detector and 22"9 keV per millivolt for the

Molechem detector" Figures 6 and 7 are the respective

cal-ibration curves of these two detectors" Duri-ns data

coll-ection two poi-nts on these curves were ""g,rf""fy
che cked.

Resolution of the pulse height analysis system

was determined by measuring the full width at hal-f-maximum

of a peak due to test pulses. The results suggested a

resol-ution of about 12 keV for the ORTEC detector and

about 15 keV for the Molechem detector. These val-ues

i-ncl-ude the broadening due to noise that will affect all
distrÍbution to be analyzed"

Calibration of the energy_ of the betatron beam

has been carried out recently by J, Ramnath &8, by means

of threshol-d reactions in the region of 10 MeV to 30 MeVo

ûn the basi-s of his results, and extrapolating linearly,
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the dial settings of 2O MeV and 35 MeV that r¡Iere used in

the experiment,, correspond to 2A,2 MeV and 34"8 MeV at ühe

end of the field defining Gorrê o

Some energy was lost in the beam nonitoring

transmission chambero SÍnce Èhe detector wes normally

one meÙer frour the eone face' further energy lttas lost to

the air" However, the experimental result,s were only

slowly dependent on energy, aad the eleetron bean was

aecepüed as havÍng a nominal energy of 20 MeV and. 35 MeV

when used in the experimento



CHAPTER IV

DATA COLLECTTON AND NUiI4ERICAL ANALYSIS

Under the operating conditions described in the

last chapter, the detector system yielded the spectrum of

energy deposits due to individual electrons as they were

stopped insider or passed through the detector materialo

l\lith lucite placed in front of the detector, the variations

in the spectrum due to increasi-ng depth in an absorbing

material were recorded, The procedures used in obtaining

this data, normalizing it, and then calculating appropriate

parameters of the spectra are described in this chaptero

Electrons hlith energies of 35 MeV and 20 MeV

r,trere used in the experiment" Trials were run at each of

these energies from z,er.o depth in lucite up to a depth

sufficient to reduce the reLative depth dose to less than

LO%. In this connectj-on an lleffective densitytl of 1,11 gms

{per cm) \^ras assigned to lucite" This was suggested by

Ro Loevinger et ul &9 i., order to be abl-e to scale the

depth dose curves for water to depth dose curves for

lucite" Thus the relative dose corresponding to a given

depth of lucite could be determined,

Each trj-al was run for fifteen minutes, in which

ti.me 21000 to 81000 counts were accunulated over the enti-re

spectrum, The total number of counts in each trial did not
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follou¡ any systematic pattern, as ühe betatron output was

adjusted for each trial and would also drift to some extent

during a trialo
A series of spectra obüained from the ORTEC

d.etect,or was photographed and is shown in Figrlre I'
These spectra hrere for 2O MeV electrons penetrating fron

0 cm to 7,8 cm of luciteo It is to be enphasized that

these spectra do not represent the energy of the eleetrons,

nor the amount of energy delivered to a given depth in lucj.te.

Bathero they show the spectnrm of energies deposited in the

voh¡me of the detector by individual electrons at a given

depth in luciüe" lhe spectra fron the ORTEC detector for
35 MeV electrons at depths of O to 1l¡ cm lucite brere

renarkably sÍnilar üo those shown in Figure 8o Spectra

of similar shape ïrere also obtained from ühe Molechem

detector, although the peaks corresponded. to a much lower

energy deposition and the level of electronic noise was

considerably higher" Ilfith t'kie OBTEC detector, electronic

noise corresponding Ëo an energ¡ of 35 keV occurred a¡ld

filled ühe channels up to the fifth, while with the

Molechem detector the noise level was up to 40 keV and

filled the channels up to the seventeenth"

Thus, out of necessity, analysis of the data

fron the Molechem detecüor eould not proceed belou¡

channel 18o Analysis of the peak of the spectnrm was
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alloruedo but no information at energies lor,rrer than the
peak was available.

As shown in Rlgure 8, the speetra frorn the
oRTEc deteetor Íncluded a definite 1ow energy tail belo¡.r

the peak ' The souree of ühis lov,¡ enerry taÍl was not
immediately evident. rt is rrnlikely ühat much of this
tail was due üo primary electrons themselveso There was

so&e evidence that part of the lou¡ enerry tail was Ëhe

result of Y-rarsr x-rays¡ or conpton electrone, as werl
as secondary elecÈrons fron the primaries. Tests that
night have given the answer were considered, but before they
could be carried out the ORTEC detector broke down and courd

not be replaced in ti¡ne for new infornatÍon to be incruded
in this thesis. rt was decided that the speetra of the
oBTEc detector would be analyzed only above channer 20,

so as to include the peak and the high energy tailo Thus

the süudy was lfunited to the prinary electrons themselves

or Èe other events that deposited g" much energy as a
primary electrono Also, by choosing the lorry energy base

of the peak as the cut-off point for the analysis of the
spectra frsm the ORTEC d.etector, the span of analysis was

made to coincÍde with that avairabie on the spectra from
the Molechem deteetor, For the oRTEc detector, ühe range

of study was fron channel ?O to 99, which coryesponded to
energy deposiÈs of 100 kev to /l10 kev; for the Molechem
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detector the range hTas from channel 18 to 99, i.e. energy

deposits of /¡0 keV to 2& keV.

As mentioned earlier, there were considerable

variations from trial to trial in the total nurnber of

counts contained within each spectrum, To permÍt dírect
comparison between ürials all specÈra hrere normalÍzed to
a total of ten ühousand counts over the appropriate range

of analysis, These normalized spectre were plotted, and

the energy of the peaks d.eterminedo The mean energy of
each spectrun was also calculatedo



CHAPTER V

EXPERIII4ENTAL RESULTS AND THEOIìETTCAI, CALCULATIONS

lilith the data processed as described in the last
chapter, the experimental resul-ts were arranged so as to
allow coilparisons from trial to triar-, Theoreti-cal

cal-culati ons r\rere made for coinparison with the experimental
parameters. A description of the resurts and a discussi_on

of the implications thereof are includ.ed in this chapcero

A. EXFERI¡4ENTAL RESULTS

series of normal-ized spectra from the two detectors
are given in Figures 9 and 10" Figure 9 is for 20 MeV electrons
incident on the ORTEC detector through increasi.ng thickness of
lucite" The spectra f or )J l4ev el-ectrons incid.ent on the
ORTEC detector are not shown, but they urere qualitativery
identical to those for z0 Mev electrons, For the lviolechem

detector the spectra for )J Mev er-ectrons are shown in
Figure 10" very simirar resul-ts were obtained for 2o Mev

electrons, but these are not shown, A list of the enersies
of the peaks and of the mean energies for all the specrra
that hrere analyzed is given in Table I"

BO TIIEORET]CAL CALCULATTONS

ft was necessary to compare

with theoretj-ca1 cal_culatj.ons, before

experimental results
true significance

the

the
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TABLE I

ENrRGÏES OF THE PEAKS AI\JD OF THE

OF THE EXPERII'{ENTAL SPrcTRA

IVIEANS

OBTM DETECTOH:
20 l4eV

35 MeV

MOLtrHE}i DETECTOR:
20 I'leV

35 MeV

(cm, )

0
2R
<Á
6.t+
7.2
7.8

0
<A

LL.2
L3.o
14.0

DEPTH ÏN
LUC TTE

0
2"8
4.8
6.t+
?"4
8.4
9"2

HOST
PBOBABLE

ENERGY LOSS

(l(eVl

L28
L33
135
1?8'¿"
141
140

128
1?4
')J

1lB
r36
1?7
-)t

qR

6t
64
61
6t
6L
6t

56
<R

6o
64
6o
6t
6o

MEAN
ENEBGY

(kev )

r62
L?U
183
184
190
1aÁ

t64
121
L7B
181+
1RO

75
Ê"
94
a2
oA
q8

99

74
B2
92
94
94
94
>)

0
5.6tI .5

L3.2
tt+.6
t6 "3
25 "o
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of the spectra was apparenËo To only the spectra

front of thethat were accu¡nulated without any absorber in
d.etector vllere compared with the calculationso

The mean maqs_sqgpping poÌarer fe¡ Si was deter¡ained
from e-quation (A-z) of Appendix A, rf the stopping of an

electron were a completely continuous proeess, en rexpecüed.

mean energy Losst? could be calcurated by multÍplying the
mass stopping pohrer by the density of si and by the thickness
of the appropriate detector" This was done for both detectors
for energies from ro5 Mev Eo 35 Ìdev and the results are risted.
in Tab1e flu

The stoppi.ng of an electrono however, is not eon-

ti¡ar¡or¡s. fncluded in the mean rate of enerry loss of an

electron are a fenr extrernely large enerry transfers to high
energy seeondary electrorrso In a thin slab of material the
probability is very small that such a large energy transfer
will occura Thus in the thÍn Sl detectors energy lssses
consíderably lower than the trexpected mean energy lsssn .nrere

more likely to be observedn rn fact, the peak of the spectrum

h'as the ¡nost probable energy loss in the detector" The skewed

shape of all the spectra verified that the most probable

energy loss was lou'er than the nean energy lossn The most
probabre energy loss was calcr¿lated with the aid of two

pararneters that are defined belowo The derivation

begin with,



TABLE TÏ

THEORET ICAL CAI,C UT,ATIONS a':'þ

FOR ORTEC DETECTOR:

Energy of electron
ln SleV

ItExpected. nean erìergY
loss r' ln , keV

ur, in keV''l

s, = El (xro-4)
k'

-!

Þ
'1_

Þ1ost probabl-e energy
loss ln keV

n^J-ä -" '-(xr 
o-2)-¿ E

Ð-2

Hean energy loss
in keV

FOB }IOLECHEM DETECTOR :

Energy of eLectron
ln HeV

f'Expeeted- rnean energY
losstr ln keV

!ì¡. in keVI
Lr, , t'

er= Ë1 (x1o-+)

"1

l4ost probable energy
loss in keV

sr=-.áS ixro-3)
E

P2

Mean energy loss
ln keV

35

193

8.0

2.3

0.66

127

1.4

0. 85

t63

35

94

l+

t.L
o.63

)2

7"t
0. 81

?6

.20
L86

Rrì

4.0

0.68

127

2,5

0. 87

L62

10

t79

8.0

,8.0

0.70

r26

)

0. Bg

1<O

10

BB

4

4.0

0.66

<R

2<

0.87

?6

:flf?1

8.0

16.o

o.7r

LzT

,t f\IV

0.93

L57

11

160

R

53.o

o"75,

t20

JJ

0.98

r5?

r.5

?B

4.3

2g

o.7r

56

160

0"95

?t+

20

q1

l+

2.0

0.65

59

1'

0. 84

?6

)

84

4

8.0

0.68

57

5o

0"90

75
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of these parameters and the means for cal-culating them are

included in Appendix A'

One may calcul-ate a restricted stopping povrer

which d.oes not incl-ude the energy lost from the electron

due to individ.ual- transfers of energy above a maximum

all-owed value. For a given primary electron of energY Er

the restrictionr or maximum allowed value of secondary

electron energy to be included in determining the stopping

of the el_ecLron, can be any fraction g, up to one-half of

the primary energy, Then the restrj-cted stopping power for

an electron of energy E, as a function of the fraction 8¡ j-s

best represented as the ratio of the restricted stopping

poi^rer to the unrestricted stopping powero If this ratio

is represented by P, then the graph of P versus log g for

a given energy E is a straight Line. This graph for a

series of values of E is given in Figure A-1, of Appendix An

The second parameter i-s related to the probability

for a given transfer of energy to occurr of equival-ently, for

a secondary electron of given enersr to be produced. The

parameter W. is that individual transfer of eners¡ which

will on the average take place just once as the primary

traverses the distance X of the stopping mediao For Si,

the value of VI, is given by equation (A-4) of Appendix A.

ïüith the distance X set equal to the thickness in cm of

the appropri.ate deüector, w., is the maximum individual
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energy transfer in keV ühat is likely to occur as the

electron passes through ühe detectoro In essence, for
mosü electrons, I¡If is the naxímu.m single collisional energy

loss allov¡ed in the detectoro Thus for a bearn of electrona

of energy En the most probable rate of energr loss should

be given by the restricted stopping porÂier appropriate to
the restrlction \. To calculate the restricted stopping

potver, Fi.gure A-I v¡as used to determine P for the enerry

E where the fraction g was given ¡yå. Then P times the
E

mass stopping pov¡er was the restricted mass stopping powêro

The most probable energy loss was given by P times the
r?expected nean energy lossrto These values are included in
Table ïf, Of course, Iarger losses could oecur, and thus

the mean enerðr loss was greater than the most probable

energy losso

However, the mean e¡ergy-þsses determined fron
the experimental spectra urere st,ill eonsiderably lower than

the ltexpected nean enerry lossesno This was explained by

the faet that some of the energy lost by the electron while

in the detector was carried out of the detector by high

energy secondarieso Thus, althougb such an interacüi.on

v¡ould contribute to the expression for the ttexpected. mean

energy lossn it would not register as an energy loss in
the detector. A 380 keV electron has a range equivalent

to the thickness of the 0RTEC detectoru Comespond.Íngly
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the it{olechem detector could stop only a 210 keV electron

directed straighü at it" Thus, some of the high energT

secondary electrons would readily pass out of the detector.
Since the secondarÍes would be generated at an angle to
the small dimension of the detector, and at all depths, it
$ras estÍmated ühat on the average a secondary of greater

than 500 keV would escape fron the ORTEC detector, For

the Moleche¡n detector a secondary w:ibh z5a keV would 1ikely
escapeo Thus discreÈe energy ]osses greater than the above

values in effect were not noticed by the detector and the

nean energy Loss in the detecÈor was lov¿er than the ttexpected

mean eRergy losstf* The mean energy Loss was calculated from

P times the nexpected mean energy ross?t where P was evaluated

at g = 500ukev' and g = ?50-kev for the appropriate deteeËoru

These results are found in Table fIo

CO COMPARTSON OF RESULTS hIHEN NO ABSORBEB IS TNVOLVED

The theoretical calculations for the

energy loss and the mean energy loss at both Z0

agreed well with the experimenüal results fronr

detector w:ith no absorber in front of it. The

energy within each channeL hras approximately d

results coincided well within this limit, which

of less than 3%a

most probable

MeV and 35 MeV

the ORTEC-

spread of

keV, and the

i-s a variatior¡

For the Moleehpn dete,cÈo¡ with no absorber the
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experimental values of the parameters rüere all I to 3 keV

lov¡er than the cal-culated values" The spread per channel-

for this detector was 2,5 keV so that the discrepancy

amounted to about one channel. This represented a differ-

ence of about 5%" A systematic error in the order of 2 keV

may have been j-ntroduced in the calibration, or the detector

may have been slightl-y thinner than ratedo

Since the spectra in Figures 9 and 10 were plotted

against channel number and the two detectors had different

calibration curves, the comparison between detectors could

not be made directly. Figure 1l- shows the resul-ts from the

two detectors plotted on the same energy scale. The results

r,rrere for 20 MeV electrons wi-th no absorber, ft was noted

that the shapes uiere simil-ar but the ORTEC detector produced

a broader spectrum. This was in l-ine with the comment made

by Bethe and Ashkin 3, that the ful-l width at half maximum

for the most probable energy distribution woul-d be slightly

greater than four times the value of \, When the broaden-

ing due to electroni-c noise was subtracted, the FIiVHM was

L5 keV for the Molechem detector and 37 keV for the ORTEC

detector" The values of ï1., r âs prevíously calculated, hrere

& keV and I i<ev respectively¡ and so the peaks

in the order of what woul-d be expectedo

DO COMPAR]SON OF RESULTS AT TNCREASING DEPTHS

have a width

OF ABSORBER

Iifith the shape of the spectra explai-ned, and
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experimental values of the parameters in good agreement

with the calculations, it was then possible to consider

the variations from trial to trial, The trends are clearly

shov1¡ït in Figures 9 and 10" Vüith increasing depths in the

Iucite the peak of the spectrum shifted to slightly higher

energy and broadened considerably. There was a decrease

in peak height with a corresponding increase in the number

of higher energy deposits at greater depths. The mean

energy l-oss increased with depth more rapidly than the

most probable energy l-osso

Once depths corresponding to a depth dose of less

than LO/o were attained the spectra assumed a stationary

shape that did not change with further increase in depth'

This was apparent in particular for 35 MeV electrons with

lucite up to 25 cm in depth placed in front of the Mol-echem

detector" At such depths the spectrum was due entirely to

electrons created by absorbed Bremsstrahlung radiationo

û'r the basis of equation (4 ) page 18 the mean

energy of the beam of electrons is expected to decrease

linearly with depth in the absorber, and from the data of

Table II the rnost probable energy l-oss is also expected to

decrease, however, the most probable energy l-oss increased

by approximately LO% as the d epth of the detecfor in the

phantom increased from 0 to the maxj-mum as shown in Table I.

The experimental fluctuations were too great to determine
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r,rrhether or not the change was Ìinearl hOrnlever, it was cl-ear

that with decreasing energy of the primary electron the

most probable energy loss increased significantfy' This

result was in contrast to the calculations, in which the

most probable l-oss decreased slightly as the electron energy

decreased from 35 MeV to 1'5 MeV as shown in Table II. The

implication Íias that the assumptions on which the cafculation

of the most probable energy loss was based r^iere not completely

valid. For instance, Iitl., I^raS constant for el-ectrons of energy
4

E from 5 to 35 MeV, and defined the maximum singl-e energy

transfer that was to take place on the average just once

in the detectorn However, the rel-ative nur¡rber of interactions

of enerry transfer l-ess than lüa as compared to the number of

interactions of energy transfer greater than \ nay not have

been constanto Then¡ âs the restricti-on on collisional

energy transfers for calculating the restricted stopping

power, Wl_, did not have the same meaning over the whol-e

range of energieso The restriction must be defined by some

other, more sophisticated criterion if the restricted

stopping povrer is to be used. to calculat the most probable

energy losso

At large depths the most probable energy loss

reached a consLant val-ue" The electron spectrum at such

depths was determi-ned by the reabsorption of Bremsstrahlung

radiation produced at lesser depths. Although the intensity
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of Bremsstrahlung decreases with depth, the spectrum of

radiation remains fairl-y constant, Thus the electron

spectrum remained relatively constant as r,.rell as the energy

deposition spectrumo

The increase in the relative nulnber of higher

energy deposits with greater depth in an absorber has been

noted, and is clearly shown by the shape of the spectra in

Figures 9 and 10 and also by the increase Ån mean energy

loss. This increase could be the result of either one,

or both, of two effectso The one effect might be that af

lower primary energiesr €.g" ât 5 MeV as opposed to 3l MeV,

the relative number of energy losses larger than the most

probable energy l-oss increasesn

Another source of depositions of energy greater than

the most probable energy loss is electrons with energies

greater than the most probable energy l-oss but less than

I MeV, The stopping povüer rises rapidly \,,rith decreasing

energy when the electron energy is less than I MeV, and

thus the electron can deposit more energy as it passes

through, If the el-ectron energy is less than 380 kev for

the ORTEC detector or 230 keV for the Molechem detecbor,

the electron wil-] be completely stopped, thus depositing

its total energy, fn fac|, due to mul-tiple scattering, a

significant number of electrons with energies up to a few

hundred. keV higher than the above listed val-ues can be

completely stopped in the detector. Thus the change in
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shape of the spectrum $rith Íncreasing depth may have been

due to an increasing number of electrons with energies

less than I MeV' Su-ch electrons eould have been prinary

electrons red.uced to that energy, or Secondary electrons

produced by the primaries' This latter possÍbility would

agree with Harderts suggest,iono mentioned on page 28,

that there may be an increase 'hl'ith depth in the number

per rad of medium energy seeondarieso

The d.ifferenee between the two possible contribubions

to the Íncrease in mean energy loss should be emphaslzed, In

the ffrst case, eJ-eetrons with energies greater than about

!.5 MeV are involved,o Such electrons definitely pass through

the detecbor and leave behind only a fracÈion of their êIlêr$]ro

Due to the dísconti.nì¡ous nature of the stopping of an elecËron

there r^¡ilL be a considerable variation in the energy deposÍted

in the detector, but one can define a most probable energy

Ioss, However, the proportion of the electrons that deposit

energies Ín the range of the most probable enerry loss may

change with energyo The experimental results ean be explained

if in faet the proportion of electrons depositing the rnost

probable enerry Íncreases with electron energy over the range

of 1"5 to 35 MeVo

In the second case, eleetrons r,,J.Íth energies less

than I MeVn but greater than the most probable energy losst

are of inüeresË' These electrons nrill deposiÛ a large
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fraction of their enerry up to their total energy. Such

deposíts hrill certainly be larger than the most probable

energy loss of electrons with energies greater than 1.5

MeV, ff in fact there is an increase with depth in the

relative nu¡nber of electrons with energÍes Ìess than I
l¡IeV but greater than 125 keV in the ORTEC detector and

60 keV in the Molechem detector, then the experimental

results ean be explalnedo

LÍkely both effeets were involved to some extento

However, the question was not resolved in thís thesis

project" .4. build-up in the relative number of seeondary

electrons with energies less than I MeV eould be of,

significance in the question of the change of biological

effectiveness of electrons wÍth depth in an absorber.

ff there is a relative Íncrease with depth in the number

of electrons per rad virith sufficient energy to produee

second.aries that are instnrmental in inítíating a bfological

changeo it follows that there would be an inerease with

deptb in the relative biological effecti.venessu It seems

thus, that it would be of sonae value to resolve this question,

Sone suggestions as to how this night be done are included

in the final chapter,
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTTONS FOR FURTHER TNVESTTGAT]ON

Topics involved in discussing the energy loss by

high energ:y electrons have been reviewed, with rnention of

sone of the problens that renain to be solvedo There are,

and will continr¡e to be, Èeehnical problems to be overeome

in order to improve the monítoring of all radiations.
Howevero the main topÍ.cs of concern at the present time

are thosereLated to the mechanisms by which radiation
produces a biological ehangeo

The betatron at The Manitoba Caneer Treatmenü

and Research Foundation has been adapted for use as a
source of elecËrons at an output Èhat will allow analysis
of the events associated w1üh individual electroRso The

adaptation hlas relatively simple and the procedures used

in thÍs project are described in Appendix B¡ fn general,

it seems preferable to monitor the required. performance

of the betatron by some external means rather than sinply
to reproduce settings of the eontrols of the betatron"

Apparatus to operate a semiconductor detector

and analyze its output has been assembledo Si.nce most of
the equipment was transistorized it worked reliably wiüh

very littLe drift in spite of the fact that Ít was nst

used continuously" The calibration could always be
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checked at the time of use with test pulses, so that

calibration of the system v\rith a reference source was required

only once for each detectoro

A series of spectra of the energy deposition in two

different detectors due to electrons of 3J MeV anci 20 MeV

energy penetrating different depths of lucite was collected

and anal-yzed. The most probable energy l-oss is a very

prominent feature of these spectra. Thj-s most probable

energy loss was lower, by as much as 35%, than the l-oss that

would be estj-mated by multiplying the mean stopping power by

the thickness of the detector. ff one is concerned with a

biological result that is dependent on individual events

rather than on the gross energy deposited in a large region,

this difference coul-d be important. The use of the mean

rate of energy loss times the appropriate distance would

produce mi-sleading calcul-ations, since it would neglect the

fact that most of the events deposit conslderably less energyô

There is a lov,'er l-imit to the energy which a semi-

conductor detector and its associated el-ectronic equipment

can detect, because of noise that is spontaneously generated

by the equipment, This was as high as 45 l<eV for the Mol-echem

detector under the operating conditlons that hrere used j-n

thj-s project, Under extreme care this noise level_ might be

reduced to aboi-it 10 keV with simil-ar equipment. With cooled,
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lithium-drifted detectors, noise has been reduced to the

order of a fevr keV, but it appears that this is close to

the lower límit for semiconductor detectors with the

electronic equipment presently available" Thus it does

not appear likely that semiconductor detectors wil-l be of

any direct val-ue in answering questj-ons such as those posed

by Vrüderoe: i"eo questions about the density of electrons

with energies of the order of I keV or l-essn

I/,Iith increasing depth of the absorber, there was

an increase in the reLative number of deposits of energy

greater than the most probable energy losso Two possible

reasons for the effect are gj-ven, O:re possibility is that

the change is due to a naLural shift in the proportion of

the energy dissipations by the high energy primaries; the

other possibility is that there is a build-up with depth

in the rel-ative number of secondary el-ectrons with energies

l-ess than I MeV" The latter possibility¡ it has been

suggested, would lead to an increase in the rel-ative

biological effectiveness with depth.

ft is clear that it woul-d be of value to determine

which of the above possibil-ities is producing the observed

effect, and to learn more about the distribution of energies

deposited by electrons" Ïn this respect it would have been

useful to have been able to study the energy deposition
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spectra at energi.es less than the peak of the most probable

energy loss distributionc Some informatÍon on this topÍc

was availa.ble, but the detector broke down before the

questions involved, could be pursued systematically. Replace-

ment of the ORTEC detector may al1ow this to be done Ín the

future ê

There are several other ways whereby the reasons

for Ëhe shift Ín the spectra could be discovered. With no

absorber in front of the detector, the spectra due to

eleetrons from 35 MeV dor,'¡n to about l- MeV could be collectedo

This would determÍne the shape of the spectra for primary

electrons of these energiesu These spectra would then be

compared. with those obtained due to 35 MeV electrons at

depths Ín the absorber such that the mean energy of the

beams corresponded to the primary energyo Although data

had been eollected at 35 MeV and 20 MeV, the differences

were not sufficient to draw any eonclusÍons" Apparently

the betatron can be adjusted to produce electrons with

energies less than 5 MeV, but some means other than the

dials on the eontrol panel would be needed to determlne

Ëhe êD€f,gfe

0n the basis of the Móller cross section for
secondary eleetron productiono one should be able to

calculate the relative Ímportance of the production of

secondary electrons wÍth energies greater than or less
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than the value \. ff this calculation were done for a

series of primary electron energies one eould determine

whether there should be fewer high energy deposits fron

35 MeV eleetrons, than from 5 MeV eleetrons as the

experimental results Ímplied.

Another procedure would be to place a plastic

scintillation counter directly behind a semÍconcl-uctor

detector in a transmission mount, Shielding would have

to be arranged. so that only the elecürons that passed

straight ührough the semiconductor detector woul-d be able

to get to the scintillating plastlco The plastic should

be of sufficient depth to stop a 35 MeV electrono The

scintillation counter would then be used to open a Go-

ineidenee gate whenever electrons u¡ithin a gÍven enerry

range were stopped. Pulses from the seniconductor would

be delayed sJ.ightly ar¿d the coincidence gate would be

opened to allow their analysis only if they were in co-

ineidence w'ith an electron of the proper enerry appearing

in the scintÍllatoro By adjusting the coincidence gate

to open for different electron energies, the portion of

the energy disslpation spectrr¡m due to such electrons

could be determinedo

Thus it is evident that there are questions

associated v'tith the energy loss of high energy electrons,

for which semiconductor detectors may be able to supply
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some valuable ansrderso



APPENDIX A

EQUATIONS REQUIRED FOR THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Theexpressionsrequiredforcalculatingthe

mean stopplng pohrer of silicon, the restricted mean stopping

power, ed othen parameters used ín chapter v are presented

in this appendixc

A solution for the mean stopping povrer of rnatter

for relativistic electrons lñIas developed by Bethe on the

basis of the Moller formula for the electron-electron

scattering cross section, This solution took into accounf

the energy lost by the energetic electron due to collisíons

with an atomlc electron, i"e. an excitation of an atom, an

ionization, or the productioa of an energetic secondary

electrono the effects of nuclear scattering and radiative

collisÍons were not, includedo A common formulation of the

above solution is gíven in Bethe and Ashkin 3o With the

density effect correction of Sternheimer ineluded the

expression, written as a mass stopping power, is
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where - properties of ühe Íncident electron are gÍ.ven by:

E = kinetic energy - total energy - r€st mass
energy

v = velociüy

I = v/c

*o = electron rest ¡nass

- properties of the stopping media (witfr values for- silÍcon) are 3

Z = atomic nr¡nber (14 )

A = atomic weight (28,081 gm/mole)

p : density (2"33 g /"^3)
f = mean ionization energy (t7Z eV)

ô = density effect correctÍon

other parameters are:

N, = Avogadrofs number : 6.a25 x to23

e = electron charge : bn¿Ì x 10-10 ".".o.
The densíÈy of Si was that quoted by the detector

naanufacturerso The mean ionization energy and density effect

correcüíon r,ìrere evaluated specifieally for Si by Sternheimer 50"

To avoid the calculations neeessary for a eomplete

table of Ëhe energ'y losses in Si r reference was made to the

work of Berger and Seltzer 12" Using equa.tion (A-1) in

a different but equivalent formulation they had tabulated

the nass stopping power due to collisional energy lossesn

By applying equation (A-1) Èo Si for a feui test energÍ.es,
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it was found that ühe table for
and Seltøer, cor.¿ld be applied to

ality factor. The expression

41,

Si

calculated by

with a sinple

Berger

proportion-

_ r.04
for AI o o. o o. o...,. (A-2)for Si

was correct within L% fsr eleetrons of energÍes from l0 keV

Eo 35 MeV.

Berger and Seltzer also included an expression

for the restricted stopping por,rero This expressíon gave

the mean energy loss dr¡e to coIlÍsions with atonie electrons
rn¡hen only energy transfers less than a specific value .!,Íere

considered, Such information was conveniently expressed in
the form of a graph of the value P versus ühe paraneter g;

where P was the ratio of the restricted, to the unrestricted,
meen collision loss, and g was the largest fraction of its
energy which an electron was allowed to lose ín a single
collisj.on" For electrons the maximum value for g is e,5

at vihich point P has the value 1o At a fixed electron
kinetic energy E, P varied linearly vrith 1og go Berger

and Seltzer produced this graph for electrons in watern

A similar graph for Si was made by determining p for Si

at severaL energies for a fixed value of gu This graph

1s shor¡rn in Figure A-1,

ldE
pox

1dE
p ctx

The Moller approximatlon to the cross seetíon
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for ühe production of a secondary electron Ín a gíven energy

range from a priraary electron of relativÍstic velocity is
quoted by Bethe and Ashkfn 3n O¡r the basis of this cross

sectÍon ühey introduced a paramete" Wl defined as that

indÍvidual energy transfer whÍch occurs on the average

just once in the distance X over which the energy loss is
being observedu The value of this parameter is gÍven by

lt
w1 = zne* NZE (¿-:)

mv"

where - l{t is in lleV

- X is the d-istarrce of obse::vatioTr in cm.

* lí is the numbe:: of atp,ms/cnr3 in, the stopping
r¡a.te.¡:j.a-l, ine" U = i\?l

p : density (gms/cm3)r^A: (gms/mole) of the material
I¡Iith the constanís of equation (A-3) evalua.teCr

for Si; rryith v = Êc ; anð- r,vith X in cm, Wr ca.n be calcula'ted-

in ]ceV frorn

Irtr" =]-79 XkeV
^^a

l.J

(A-4 )



APPENDIX B

OPERATION OF THE BETATRON

fn rout,íne operatíon of the betatron, five
conüro1s are adjusted Èo achieve the desired output"

These are the enersro field correction, beta-extraction,
cont'raction, plus coarse and fine phase Ínjection" For

normal outputs, a chart is avairable lÍsting the standard.

settings of the first three controls, for a given êrì€rffo
The last two controls are used to tune the betatron to the

desired rate of output and maintain Ëhat lever, Howevern

the normar outputs used in therapy hrere usually much too
high for the special apprícations of this project, Thr¡s

the betatron had to be detuned aÌvay from optinrgn outpute

since ühe output drÍf,ted ls:ith respect to ühe various
contror settings, Ít was of littre use to tist the specific
settings used during experimentatÍono rt was preferable
to define the desired output in terms of sorne external
criüeriao The eriteria used and the means of attaining it
are described in this appendix.

Mosü often the criterion !{as an output of j to
10 counts per second 1n the semlconductor detector. such

a low observed eounti.ng rate was required due to the

pulsed output of the betatron which delivers radiation for
a total of only 6 x 1O-& seconds, each second., Thus,
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6 counts per second required the electronie equipment to
operate at an effective counting rate of 10& counts per

second during a burst. This rate yielded a sufficient
nu¡eber of evente to be analyzed and yet restricted the

number sf coincident eventsn At first, turning the

filamenÈ heating of the betatron injection tube bo zero

reduced the output considerably. However, it was 1ater

suggested by a representative of Brown Boveri that thÍs
procedure be avoÍded íf possÍbIe, After mueh trial and

error a simple alternative procedure r¡ras developed.

The desired energy for the electrons was adjusted

by the energy día1 anci read on the energy meter" The con-

traction and phase injection l,rere set to the extreme clock-
wise position¡ i.eo greater than I00" Then the field
correction alone was used to control the level of the

outpuüo and the beta-extraetion was adjusted so that each

burst was spread over as long a period as possible " lnlhen

no absorber was 1n front of the detecüoro the field
corcection üras set around 5, l{ith j.ncreasing absorber

thfckness the field comectioa r¡ras i.ncreased r¡p to about

25 to maintaÍn the desired. counting rate. For JJ MeV

the beta-extraction was set to less than zero and for:

20 MeV it was seÈ at 50. An oseilloseope monitoring at
the rtA.DoCo inspectn of the pulse height analyzer was an

invaluable aid 1n amiv:ing at the desired output from
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the betatron.

From the experience of operating the betatron

under a variety of conditions during the course of this
project, there are some general comments that can be made.

It is difficult to obtain a constant, æd reproducible,

high level of output. Frequent minor adjustments of the

tuning control-s are required, output Levels much ber-ow

normaL can be obtained but the normal monitoring instruments

are i-nsensÍtive to such level-s. Alternate external criteria
are required to moni-tor the output, one criterion has been

described above, Another monitor that was used for some

purposes was a Faraday Cup attached to a Dynacon Electrometer,

Electrons fr:om the betatron i^rere stopped in slug of aluminum

in the Faraday cup and were trcountedrl in the form of a current
as low as lO-15 amperes by the el-ectrometerc
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